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Abstract
Distant supervision is a popular method for
performing relation extraction from text that is
known to produce noisy labels. Most progress
in relation extraction and classification has
been made with crowdsourced corrections to
distant-supervised labels, and there is evidence
that indicates still more would be better. In
this paper, we explore the problem of propa-
gating human annotation signals gathered for
open-domain relation classification through
the CrowdTruth methodology for crowdsourc-
ing, that captures ambiguity in annotations by
measuring inter-annotator disagreement. Our
approach propagates annotations to sentences
that are similar in a low dimensional embed-
ding space, expanding the number of labels
by two orders of magnitude. Our experiments
show significant improvement in a sentence-
level multi-class relation classifier.
1 Introduction
Distant supervision (DS) (Mintz et al., 2009) is a
popular method for performing relation extraction
from text. It is based on the assumption that, when
a knowledge-base contains a relation between a
pair of terms, then any sentence that contains that
pair is likely to express the relation. This approach
can generate false positives, as not every mention
of a term pair in a sentence means a relation is also
expressed (Feng et al., 2017).
Recent results (Angeli et al., 2014; Liu et al.,
2016) have shown strong evidence that the com-
munity needs more annotated data to improve the
quality of DS data. This work explores the possi-
bility of automatically expanding smaller human-
annotated datasets to DS scale. Sterckx et al.
(2016) proposed a method to correct labels of sen-
tence dependency paths by using expert annota-
tors, and then propagating the corrected labels to a
corpus of DS sentences by calculating the similar-
ity between the labeled and unlabeled sentences in
the embedding space of their dependency paths.
In this paper, we adapt and simplify seman-
tic label propagation to propagate labels without
computing dependency paths, and using the crowd
instead of experts, which is more scalable. Our
simplified algorithm propagates crowdsourced an-
notations from a small sample of sentences to a
large DS corpus. To evaluate our approach, we
perform an experiment in open domain relation
classification in the English-language, using a cor-
pus of sentences (Dumitrache et al., 2017) whose
labels have been collected using the CrowdTruth
method (Aroyo and Welty, 2014).
2 Related Work
There exist several efforts to correct DS with
the help of crowdsourcing. Angeli et al. (2014)
present an active learning approach to select the
most useful sentences that need human re-labeling
using a query by committee. Zhang et al. (2012)
show that labeled data has a statistically signifi-
cant, but relatively low impact on improving the
quality of DS training data, while increasing the
size of the DS corpus has a more significant im-
pact. In contrast, Liu et al. (2016) prove that a
corpus of labeled sentences from a pool of highly
qualified workers can significantly improve DS
quality. All of these methods employ large anno-
tated corpora of 10,000 to 20,000 sentences. In our
experiment, we show that a comparatively smaller
corpus of 2,050 sentences is enough to correct DS
errors through semantic label propagation.
Levy et al. (2017) have shown that a small
crowdsourced dataset of questions about relations
can be exploited to perform zero-shot learning
for relation extraction. Pershina et al. (2014) use
a small dataset of hand-labeled data to generate
relation-specific guidelines that are used as addi-
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Figure 1: Fragment of the crowdsourcing task template.
tional features in the relation extraction. The la-
bel propagation method was introduced by Xiao-
jin and Zoubin (2002), while Chen et al. (2006)
first applied it to correct DS, by calculating simi-
larity between labeled and unlabeled examples an
extensive list of features, including part-of-speech
tags and target entity types. In contrast, our ap-
proach calculates similarity between examples in
the word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) feature space,
which it then uses to correct the labels of train-
ing sentences. This makes it easy to reuse by the
state-of-the-art in both relation classification and
relation extraction – convolutional (Ji et al., 2017)
and recurrent neural network methods (Zhou et al.,
2016) that do not use extensive feature sets. To
evaluate our approach, we used a simple convolu-
tional neural network to perform relation classifi-
cation in sentences (Nguyen and Grishman, 2015).
3 Experimental Setup
3.1 Annotated Data
The labeled data used in our experiments con-
sists of 4,100 sentences: 2,050 sentences from
the CrowdTruth corpus (Dumitrache et al., 2017),
which we have augmented by another 2,050 sen-
tences picked at random from the corpus of An-
geli et al. (2014). The resulting corpus con-
tains sentences for 16 popular relations from
the open domain, as shown in in Figure 1,1 as
well as candidate term pairs and DS seed re-
lations for each sentence. As some relations
1The alternate names relation appears twice in the list,
once referring to alternate names of persons, and the other
referring to organizations.
are more general than others, the relation fre-
quency in the corpus is slightly unequal – e.g.
places of residence is more likely to be in a sen-
tence when place of birth and place of death
occur, but not the opposite.
The crowdsourcing task (Figure 1) was de-
signed in our previous work (Dumitrache et al.,
2017). We asked workers to read the given sen-
tence where the candidate term pair is highlighted,
and then pick between the 16 relations or none of
the above, if none of the presented relations apply.
The task was multiple choice and run on the Fig-
ure Eight2 and Amazon Mechanical Turk3 crowd-
sourcing platforms. Each sentence was judged by
15 workers, and each worker was paid $0.05 per
sentence.
Crowdsourcing annotations are aggregated usu-
ally by measuring the consensus of the workers
(e.g. using majority vote). This is based on the
assumption that a single right annotation exists for
each example. In the problem of relation classifi-
cation, the notion of a single truth is reflected in
the fact that a majority of proposed solutions treat
relations as mutually exclusive, and the objective
of the classification task is usually to find the best
relation for a given sentence and term pair. In con-
trast, the CrowdTruth methodology proposes that
crowd annotations are inherently diverse (Aroyo
and Welty, 2015), due to a variety of factors such
as the ambiguity that is inherent in natural lan-
guage. We use a comparatively large number of
workers per sentences (15) in order to collect inter-
2https://www.figure-eight.com/
3https://www.mturk.com/
annotator disagreement, which results in a more
fine-grained ground truth that separates between
clear and ambiguous expressions of relations. This
is achieved by labeling examples with the inter-
annotator agreement on a continuous scale, as op-
posed to using binary labels.
To aggregate the results of the crowd, we use
CrowdTruth metrics4 (Dumitrache et al., 2018) to
capture and interpret inter-annotator disagreement
as quality metrics for the workers, sentences, and
relations in the corpus. The annotations of one
worker over one sentence are encoded as a binary
worker vector with 17 components, one for each
relation and including none. The quality metrics
for the workers, sentences and relations, are based
on average cosine similarity over the worker vec-
tors – e.g. the quality of a worker w is given by the
average cosine similarity between the worker vec-
tor of w and the vectors of all other workers that
annotated the same sentences. These metrics are
mutually dependent (e.g. the sentence quality is
weighted by the relation quality and worker qual-
ity), the intuition being that low quality workers
should not count as much in determining sentence
quality, and ambiguous sentences should have less
of an impact in determining worker quality, etc.
We reused these scores in our experiment, fo-
cusing on the sentence-relation score (srs), rep-
resenting the degree to which a relation is ex-
pressed in the sentence. It is the ratio of workers
that picked the relation to all the workers that read
the sentence, weighted by the worker and relation
quality. A higher srs should indicate that the rela-
tion is more clearly expressed in a sentence.
3.2 Propagating Annotations
Inspired by the semantic label propagation
method (Sterckx et al., 2016), we propagate the
vectors of srs scores on each crowd annotated
sentence to a much larger set of distant super-
vised (DS) sentences (see datasets description
in Section 3.3), scaling the vectors linearly by
the distance in low dimensional word2vec vector
space (Mikolov et al., 2013). One of the reasons
we chose the CrowdTruth set for this experiment is
that the annotation vectors give us a score for each
relation to propagate to the DS sentences, which
have only one binary label.
Similarly to Sultan et al. (2015), we calcu-
4https://github.com/CrowdTruth/
CrowdTruth-core
late the vector representation of a sentence as the
average over its word vectors, and like Sterckx
et al. (2016) we get the similarity between sen-
tences using cosine similarity. Additionally, we
restrict the sentence representation to only con-
tain the words between the term pair, in order to
reduce the vector space to the one that is most
likely to express the relations. For each sentence
s in the DS dataset, we find the sentence l′ from
the crowd annotated set that is most similar to s:
l′ = argmax
l∈Crowd
cos sim(l, s). The score for rela-
tion r of sentence s is calculated as the weighted
average between the srs(l′, r) and the original
DS annotation, weighted by the cosine similarity
to s (cos sim(s, s) = 1 for the DS term, and
cos sim(s, l′) for the srs term):
DS∗(s, r) =
DS(s, r) + cos sim(s, l′) · srs(l′, r)
1 + cos sim(s, l′)
(1)
where DS(s, r) ∈ {0, 1} is the original DS anno-
tation for the relation r on sentence s.
3.3 Training the Model
The crowdsourced data is split evenly into a dev
and a test set of 2,050 sentences each chosen at
random. In addition, we used a training set of
235,000 sentences annotated by DS from freebase
relations, used in Riedel et al. (2013).
The relation classification model employed is
based on Nguyen and Grishman (2015), who im-
plement a convolutional neural network with four
main layers: an embedding layer for the words in
the sentence and the position of the candidate term
pair in the sentence, a convolutional layer with a
sliding window of variable length of 2 to 5 words
that recognizes n-grams, a pooling layer that de-
termines the most relevant features, and a softmax
layer to perform classification.
We have adapted this model to be both multi-
class and multi-label – we use a sigmoid cross-
entropy loss function instead of softmax cross-
entropy, and the final layer is normalized with the
sigmoid function instead of softmax – in order to
make it possible for more than one relation to hold
between two terms in one sentence. The loss func-
tion is computed using continuous labels instead
of binary positive/negative labels, in order to ac-
commodate the use of the srs in training. The
features of the model are the word2vec embed-
dings of the words in the sentences, together with
the position embeddings of the two terms that ex-
Figure 2: Precision / Recall curve, calculated for each
sentence-relation pair.
press the relation. The word embeddings are ini-
tialized with 300-dimensional word2vec vectors
pre-trained on the Google News corpus5. Both the
position and word embeddings are nonstatic and
become optimized during training of the model.
The model is trained for 25,000 iterations, after
the point of stabilization for the train loss. The val-
ues of the other hyper-parameters are the same as
those reported by Nguyen and Grishman (2015).
The model was implemented in Tensorflow (Abadi
et al., 2016), and trained in a distributed manner on
the DAS-5 cluster (Bal et al., 2016).
For our experiment, we split the crowd data into
a dev and a test set of equal size, and compared the
performance of the model on the held-out test set
when trained by the following datasets:
1. DS: The 235,000 sentences annotated by DS.
2. DS + CT: The 2,050 crowd dev annotated
sentences added directly to the DS dataset.
3. DS + W2V CT: The DS∗ dataset (Eq. 1),
with relation scores propagated over the
2,050 crowd dev sentences.
4 Results and Discussion
To evaluate the performance of the models, we cal-
culate the micro precision and recall (Figure 2), as
well as the cosine similarity per sentence with the
test set (Figure 3). In order to calculate the pre-
cision and recall, a threshold of 0.5 was set in the
srs, and each sentence-relation pair was labeled
either as positive or negative. However, for calcu-
lating the cosine similarity, the srs was used with-
out change, in order to better reflect the degree of
agreement the crowd had over annotating each ex-
ample. We observe that DS + W2V CT, with a
5https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/
Figure 3: Distribution of sentence-level cosine similar-
ity with test set values.
precision/recall AUC = 0.512, significantly out-
performs DS (P/R AUC = 0.294). DS + CT (P/R
AUC = 0.372) also does slightly better than DS,
but not enough to compete with the semantic label
propagation method. The cosine similarity result
(Figure 3) shows that DS + W2V CT also pro-
duces model predictions that are closer to the dif-
ferent agreement levels of the crowd. Take advan-
tage of the agreement scores in the CrowdTruth
corpus, the cosine similarity evaluation allows us
to assess relation confidence scores on a continu-
ous scale. The crowdsourcing results and model
predictions are available online.6
One reason for which the semantic label propa-
gation method works better than simply adding the
correctly labeled sentences to the train set is the
high rate of incorrectly labeled examples in the DS
training data. Figure 4 shows that some relations,
such as origin and places of residence, have a
ratio of over 0.8 false positive sentences, meaning
that a vast majority of training examples are incor-
rectly labeled. The success of the DS + W2V CT
comes in part because the method relabels all sen-
tences in DS. Adding correctly labeled sentences
to the train set would require a significantly larger
corpus in order to correct the high false positive
rate, but semantic label propagation only requires
a small corpus (two orders of magnitude smaller
than the train set) to achieve significant improve-
ments.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper explores the problem of propagating
human annotation signals in distant supervision
data for open-domain relation classification. Our
approach propagates human annotations to sen-
6https://github.com/CrowdTruth/
Open-Domain-Relation-Extraction
Figure 4: DS false positive ratio in combined crowd
dev and test sets.
tences that are similar in a low dimensional em-
bedding space, using a small crowdsourced dataset
of 2,050 sentences to correct training data labeled
with distant supervision. We present experimen-
tal results from training a relation classifier, where
our method shows significant improvement over
the DS baseline, as well as just adding the labeled
examples to the train set.
Unlike Sterckx et al. (2016) who employ ex-
perts to label the dependency path representation
of sentences, our method uses the general crowd to
annotate the actual sentence text, and is thus eas-
ier to scale and not dependent on methods for ex-
tracting dependency paths, so it can be more eas-
ily adapted to other languages and domains. Also,
since the semantic label propagation is applied to
the data before training is completed, this method
can easily be reused to correct train data for any
model, regardless of the features used in learning.
In our future work, we plan to use this method to
correct training data for state-of-the-art models in
relation classification, but also relation extraction
and knowledge-base population.
We also plan to explore different ways of col-
lecting and aggregating data from the crowd.
CrowdTruth (Dumitrache et al., 2017) proposes
capturing ambiguity through inter-annotator dis-
agreement, which necessitates multiple annotators
per sentence, while Liu et al. (2016) propose in-
creasing the number of labeled examples added to
the training set by using one high quality worker
per sentence. We will compare the two meth-
ods to determine whether quality or quantity of
data are more useful for semantic label propaga-
tion. To achieve this, we will investigate whether
disagreement-based metrics such as sentence and
relation quality can also be propagated through the
training data.
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